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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results obtained in a programme of Magnetometric and 
Electromagnetic (VLF) surveys conducted on a property of Kidd Resources Ltd. 
during the period March 2-4, 1985.

For this survey a composite grid was laid out where the baseline (12000 trends due 
E-W and the cross lines every 400' apart (total 10,700') trend due N-S with station 
markings at every 100'.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The property (fig. 1) consists of two (2) adjacent claims numberd P-757976 and P- 

757977, are located in Chester Township, Porcupine Mining Division, District 
Sudbury, Ontario.

The claims are in good standing with the provincial Mining Recorder and are 
registered in trust as follows:

P-757976, 757977, Chester Township to Blue Falcon Mines Ltd. Licence # T- 

1441

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located in the SE portion of Chester Township (see MNR claim map 
#G-3233). It is easily accessed from the camp close to highway 144 by a 7-mile 

long skidoo route using a summer road, lakes, brooks and swamps (fig. 1). Summer 

access is limited.
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HISTORY OF EXPLORATION

Economic interest in this property area dates back to the beginning of this century 
- first for iron ore and then for gold (Laird, 1932, 1935). Since then scores of gold 
showings have been recorded by the prospectors and exploration companies. 
Occurring in the Swayze - Shiningtree gold belt, along the strike (16 miles ESE) of 
Jerome Mine and 2 i miles due south of Gomak Mines (fig. l, occurring in a similar 
lithologic package) this 2-claim property does not record any previous systematic 
exploration. However, the adjacent claims show records of significant gold- 
basemetal discoveries.

In 1930 gold was discovered on the eastern shore of Three Duck Lakes (fig. 1) 
causing a staking rush followed by more discoveries. Gomak Mines Limited 
explored in 1933 a total of 31 claims just north of the property. Diamond drilling 
in that ground was followed by sinking (1935) of an inclined 85' shaft (fig. 1) with 
further 215' underground drifting. The mine ceased operation (1937) after 
producing 98.31 oz of gold from 387 tons, (0.254 oz/ton) of ore. A very large track 
of ground that includes Gomak Mine and several other significant gold showings is 
now being explored by Murgold Resources Inc. A gold property 3/4 mile north of 
Gomak Shaft is said to be under pre-development drilling now.

From 1950 to 1978 explorations were directed more towards basemetals than 
precious metals. During that period, and in the later years, the activity consisted of 
stripping, test pitting, trenching, some geological and geophysical work and 
occasional diamond drilling. Assays, where publicly reported, show ubiquitous 
presence of gold trace to 2.5 oz/ton in almost all drill cores and mineralized 
showings of the area. At the time of writing, the entire belt remains solidly staked 
and the news of more discoveries of gold is reaching the press.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY, MINERALIZATION AND PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property and the area around is occupied largely by basic and intermediate 
Keewatin volcanics and their migmatitic equivalents together with a granitoid 
batholith that brought about lit-per-lit injection migmatites and other hybrid rocks 
(fig. 1). Dominant strike of the rock package is W NW - ESE. Prior to 
migmatization, regional metamorphism was of low greenschist-facies. Several 
rock types after hybridization and hydrothermal alteration indicate their clastic 
sedimentary lineage. They generally occur between thick blocks of igneous rocks. 
Geology presented in this report (fig. 1) has been adopted from Siragusa (1981). 
However, a cursory field examination by the writer reveals that published geologic 
boundaries (fig. 1) are far from accurate in the property area, mainly because of 
complicated hybridization of original rocks by quartz-porphyry and b at ho lithic 
granite intrustion around large blocks of unaltered xenoliths.

Gold mineralization in the vicinity is more or less related and spatially restricted 
to the subvolcanic felsic rocks and the so-called quartz-diorites (a silicified mafic 
and/or greywackish parentage). They are enechelon type lensoid quartz * sulphide 
bearing hydrothermal vein systems occurring within or close to strike-parallel 
shear zones, within the migmatized and/or freshlooking pre-granite host rocks. 
Essentially, gold can thus be located in all pre-granite rocks. Felsic porphyries, 
unless very thick, are very difficult to map for their dyke and sill like nature and 
on account of the scarcity of outcrops, together with their close textural similarity 
with certain other migmatite and granitoid phases.

In this 2-claim property in particular, Siragusa (1981) reported several xenolithic 
bodies of tuffacious intermediate volcanics within granitoids of trondjhemitic to 
granodioritic compositions. Just 600' west of this property, Laird (1932) reported 
an "younger granite" related '^quartz porphyry" body associated with visible gold 
bearing 2' thick quartz vein that can be traced 325' eastward (i.e., towards the 
property). A chip sample of this vein gave 0.83 oz Au and 0.95 oz Ag per ton with 
significant copper, zinc and lead.
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

A total of 130 readings were taken along 2700' of cross lines during the survey. 
Two Geometrics G-816 portable proton magnetometers were employed with both 
instruments on the 60,000 gamma scale. In areas of sharp anomalies, readings were 
kept at 20' stations. Otherwise, readings were taken at every 100' stations. The 
lines were read in loops with tie-in readings taken at the starting point on 
completion of the loop to correct for magnetic drift. The drifts were also 
compared with the base station readings at every hour.

The resulting readings were plotted at a scale of l" = 200' and contoured at 200 
gamma intervals (fig. 2).

The magnetic background on the property was in the order of 58600 gamma. The 
highest reading was obtained at LOE/1+OON (61800) while the lowest reading was 
obtained at L4E/6+OOS (58371).

Analysis of magnetic features on the property are:

1. Magnetic high regions are thumbprint types. Reading contrasts of more than 
500 gamma that sometimes shoot up to 3000 gammas in one case at least, 
strongly suggest the presence of thick xenoliths of metabasites or pyro 
clastics and/or pyrrhotite j; magnetite bearing mineralized rocks in predomi 
nantly granitoid and/or migmatitized terrain.

2. Magnetic low areas are wide and the contrast does not appear to bear much 
correspondence to a particular rock type. It appears that magnetic Iwo 
cannot be taken for granted as a subvolcanic porphyry base within a 
predominantly migmatized country.

VLF - ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Very low frequency electromagnetic (VLF) survey is a passive electromagnetic 
technique utilizing electromagnetic radio waves transmitted world wide for marine
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nativigational purposes. The signal used in this survey originated at Cutler, Maine, 
U.S.A., some 1,250 km to the east at an azimuth of 104O. The station code is NAA, 
transmitted at a frequency of 17-8 khz, at a radiated power of 1000 kw.

Geonics' EM-16 instrument was used. It is a hand-held receiver capable of 
measuring the variations in the tilt angle of the electromagnetic polarization 
ellipse resultant from the distortions from the normal, caused by irregular 
conductive bodies acting upon the transmitted signal. The unit measures the In- 
phase component as a percentage of the horizontal normal field or real component, 
as well as measuring the amplitude of the minor axis of the polarization ellipse, 
i.e., quadrature response.

As the real component decreases and approaches zero percent, the receiver is 
approaching a conductive body and as the real component becomes negative, the 
receiver passes the conductor. The quadrature response to the conductor is a 
semiquantitative measurement of the inference caused by overburden inconsis 
tencies and other geological complications in the bedrock lithology.

Procedure

Readings of EM-Survey were recorded at 100' intervals. Measurements were taken 
along N-S cross lines facing north (Az O0) in all instances. The values obtained 
were recorded and plotted in a plan (fig. 3). The results were then profiled in the 
same plan at a scale l" = 1 0096.

Interpretation of Data

Nine separate electromagnetic conductors were located in the VLF survey and they 
are presented in fig. 3. All of them appear to strike W NW - ESE similar to that of 
the general strike of the rocks and mineralization of the area. Two conductors are 
strong and two are moderate, whereas the rest are weak in nature.

The strongest two conductors are of similar intensities. One strong conductor at 
LOE/6+20N and LIE/5+50N coordinates appears to be unrelated to magnetite
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bearing-metabasic xenolith, and rather corresponds to a magnetic low and probably 
associated with shear zone related sulphide bearing minerals. The other strong 
conductor at LOE/8+75S and LIE/10+80S coordinates appears to be associated with 
a metabasic xenolith and/or a remnant of mineralized sulphides occurring in a large 
xenolithic body. The long moderate conductor near the base line (fig. 3) becomes 
weak in the east and do not correspond exactly to a typical rock type. This may 
represent a remnant of mineralized shear zone. The other moderate conductor at 
LI2E/7+60S can also be a part of another mineralized zone in the migmatite 
terrain.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although present geophysical surveys show several conductors that need to be 
tested, a thorough geological mapping requires to be completed before a prioritized 
testing of the conductors can be recommended. However, based on the available 
information of geological and gold-mineralization characteristics in the property 
and adjacent mining claims, an attempt to prioritize the conductors has been made 
(fig. 2).

It is recommended that the showing of visible gold with significant pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galena that occurs only 600' west of LOE/0+00 be 
structurally and geologically correlated with one of the three moderate to strong 
conductors on LOE (fig. 2). Following this, selection of exact prioritized test sites 
can be recommended.

Laird's (1932) chip sample of the showing mentioned in the previous paragraph, gave 
0.83 oz Au/ton ^25.20 @ $30.00/oz) and 0.95 oz Ag/ton over 2' of shear related 
zone that strike Az 370 and dip north. He also reported that this showing is 
associated with a "younger granite" related to a 'Quartz porphyry" body which is 
now generally accepted as a likely parent of gold mineralization in the area. 
Therefore, it is concluded that the present property has all potentials and 
geophysical targets of finding ore-grade gold deposits. A strong recommendation is 
made for further geologic and geochemical follow up work immediately so that a 
programme of diamond drilling can be taken up in the later part of the summer of 
1985.
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The geophysical data in this report was provided by the geologist in charge of the 
programme. The writer checked them partially and prepared this report for 
presentation.

Respectfully submit

Prasanta K. Sarkar,
Consulting Geologist, Ontario Reg. #
May 3, 1985

-t
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Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method - 
Reagents Used——

Commercial Laboratory (- 
Name of Laboratory— 
Extraction Method- 
Analytical Method—— 
Reagents Used _____

.tests)

.tests)

.tests)

General. General.



Blue Falcon Mines Ltd.
1585-B Britannia Road E., Suites 11 St 12, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 2M4 (416) 677-2560

May 2, 1985

Mr. R. J. Pichette
Mining Lands Management
Rm. 6610
99 Wellesley St.
Whitney Block
Toronto, Ont,
M-A 1W3

Dear Ray:

Please find enclosed two Magnetometer VLF-EM Survey report 
copies for two claims P757976/77 in Chester Twp. which was 
written for Blue Falcon Mines Ltd. by Mr. P. Sarkar.

The name on the report is in error as the report was not 
done for Kidd Resources Inc. but Blue Falcon Mines Ltd. as 
you can see by the abstract is the holder of these claims.

Yours truly
BLUE FALCON MINES LTD,

BB G. Leliever 
Encls. 2 President

M W 3 - 1985 

LANDS SECTION
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Kidd Resources Inc
Suite 1585-B Britannia Road East
Mlsslssauga, Ontario
L4M 2H4

Dear Sir:

RE: Mining Claims P 757976-77 
1n the Township of Cheater

I have not received the reports and naps (In duplicate) 
for the (Electromagnetic li Magnetometer) Survey on the 
above-mentioned claims.

As the assessment "Report of Work" was recorded by the 
Mining Recorder on March 8, 1985, the 60 day period 
allowed by Section 77 of the Mining Act for the submission 
of the technical reports and maps to this office td It 
expire on May 6, 1985.

If the material Is not submlttMdto this office by May 6, 1985 
1985, I will have no alternative but to Instruct the Mining 
Recorder to delete the work credits from the claim record 
sheets.

For further Information, please contact Mr. Arthur Barr at 
(416)965-4088.

Yours sincerely,

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1M3 
Phone:(416)965-4888

A. Barrrmc

cc: 0. BankowsM
811 fiweetwater Crescent 
Mlsslssauga, Ontario 
L5H 4A7

Encl.

cc: Mining Recorder 
Timmins, Ontario



Mining Lands Section 

Control Sheet

File

TYPE OF SURVEY GEOPHYSICAL 

GEOLOGICAL 

GEOCHEMICAL 

EXPENDITURE

MINING LANDS COMMENTS:

Signature of Assessor

Date
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